SUMMER'S ON THE TABLE

PULL UP A CHAIR

Summer happens around the table—and for over 40 years, we’ve been bringing people together to share amazing meals and make great memories. Here’s to another delicious season at your table.

Show us your summer table! #shareyourtable #surlatable
ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE

OUR SHRIMP & SCALLOP PAN

PERFECT GRILLED SHELLFISH

Tender shrimp or fresh, buttery scallops—our ceramic pan withstands high heat and has wells to cradle each piece of seafood. Fill with butter and lemon for extra flavor. #2382406 $29.95

Shellfish made simple

Uniform cooking and a great sear thanks to our specially designed pan.

Made for the grill

Eco-friendly ceramic is flameproof and heat-resistant to 700°F, with a food-safe, nonstick glaze that releases easily and is simple to clean.

Season your shrimp—find our tasty recipe online.

One shrimp per space in the pan—easy!

Enjoy—perfectly cooked with just the right sear.

THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION FOR YOUR GRILL • OURS EXCLUSIVELY

PRO CERAMIC GRILLWARE

HIGH-HEAT GRILL-TO-TABLE PERFORMANCE • 5-STAR RATED

Turn your grill into a complete outdoor kitchen with our longest-lasting, best-performing cookware for the grill. Built to perform under extreme 700°F heat, the ceramic glaze is naturally nonstick, evenly conducts heat without hot spots and cleans up easily to look like new.

BUY 2 GET 1 FREE Fruit Griller Seasoning Mixes

Season up to three pounds of fruit for tasty grilled sides. $6.00 each. Honey Vanilla #3076775, Sweet Habanero #3076787

A SET OF TWO GRILL GRIDS

6½” x 11½” and 10” x 16½”. #2419364

Sugg. $65.00 Great Deal $59.95 • Ship Free

B GRILL PAN

Great for grilling shellfish, vegetables, steaks and more. 10½” x 7½”. #1898501 $39.95

C SKINNY GRILL GRID

Perfect for grilling whole fresh fish, large fillets, shrimp, vegetables and more. 19” x 7”. #2410025 $39.95

Also available: LARGE GRILL GRID Great for grilling tasty small bites. 14¼” x 10½”. #8984366 $59.95

4 800-243-0852 SURLaTable.com
NEW KALAMAZOO HYBRID FIRE GRILL • HAND-MADE IN MICHIGAN

THE ULTIMATE GRILL
GAS • CHARCOAL • WOOD • GRILL • ROAST • SMOKE

Own a one-of-a-kind piece of professional cooking equipment. Built to order by master craftsmen in Kalamazoo, Michigan, this three-burner grill gives you the ability to cook with gas, charcoal and wood interchangeably—putting every outdoor cooking technique at your disposal. The secret is the revolutionary Hybrid Fire Grilling System drawer; leave the drawer empty for standard gas grilling, or fill it with charcoal or wood to enjoy the rich, smoky flavors of live-fire cooking. Powerful lead-free, cast-brass burners heat the grill to temperatures as low as 250°F and in excess of 1000°F, and the 726 square-inch grilling surface provides plenty of space to cook for a crowd.

See the collection and find more at surlatable.com

NEW KALAMAZOO ARTISAN FIRE PIZZA OVEN • MADE BY HAND

PIZZA SUPREME
PERFECT NEAPOLITAN-STYLE PIZZA • BAKE • ROAST

From the makers of the world’s best grills, a pizza oven hand-built with the same painstaking attention to detail. It’s ready to cook in just 20 minutes and can reach 800°F in just 45 minutes, allowing you to turn out perfect Neapolitan-style pizzas in just three minutes each. Individually controlled deck and ceiling flame burners let you fine-tune the balance of heat on demand, tailoring it to suit your recipe, and give you wood-fired flavor without wood.

See what makes it the best: visit us online.

$7,495.00
Propane #3506060
Natural Gas #3506078
KALAMAZOO PIZZA TOOL KIT #3506052 $399.95

The only grill you’ll ever need
Every thoughtful feature and finely tuned detail reveals the true handcrafted nature of this exceptional grill. Visit us online to discover why we think Kalamazoo makes the best grills on the planet.

$17,985.00
Propane #3071842
Natural Gas #3071834

The ultimate flexibility;
Leave the Hybrid Fire Drawer empty to cook with gas alone, or fill with wood or charcoal for classic smoke-infused flavor.

The world’s finest grill; hand-built with pride in Kalamazoo, Michigan using the highest-quality steel and brass; each grill is signed by the small team of craftspeople.
BACON BOWLS ARE HERE

OUR NEW PAN MAKES IT EASY • ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE

It’s true, everything is better with bacon, and now you can serve your favorite sides in crisp, delicious bacon bowls.

Our pan makes it easy to shape and perfectly cook four bowls at once on the grill. [VIDEO]

NEW & EXCLUSIVE SKEWER EXPRESS™ EASY KABOB PREP SET

The fast and easy way to build and marinate delicious kebabs for the grill. The base holds your ingredients in place while you skewer. Includes 6 stainless-steel skewers. #3018330 $18.00

NEW & EXCLUSIVE DIZZY DOG™ HOT DOG SPIRAL CUTTER

A twist is all it takes to transform hot dogs into spirals that cook faster and more evenly—with deliciously caramelized edges, plus room for more condiments in every bite. #3071701 $9.95

GIVE THE CLASSICS A LITTLE LOVE WITH OUR LATEST CREATIONS

It’s time to get serious about fun (and flavor) on the grill. Our favorite ways to shake up your grilling routine put new spins on old favorites—and smiles on the faces of your guests.

FIND OUR FAVORITE GRILLING RECIPES AT SURLATABLE.COM/SUMMERRECIPES
ALL-NATURAL • HANDCRAFTED IN SMALL BATCHES

Make summer favorites extra delicious with a little help from James Beard award-winning chef Tom Douglas. From aromatic salmon with the sweetness of brown sugar to smoky, spicy grill-roasted chicken and more, his rubs and sauces add complex flavor to summer meals. Created by Tom, each blend is mixed in small batches without preservatives. Available only at Sur La Table.

TOM DOUGLAS RUBS

Mouthwatering spice blends with recipes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#2576747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#1993864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#1930304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#1930312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steak</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#1993849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoky BBQ</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#1993856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOM DOUGLAS SAUCES

Kansas City BBQ $12.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tangy Tamarind BBQ</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>#2570724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicy Red Chili Teriyaki</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>#2008423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancho &amp; Molasses BBQ</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>#1930530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MUSTARDS $10.00 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spicy Hot</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#2570240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#2570257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toasted Shallot</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>#2570232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZESTY COCKTAIL SAUCE $9.00 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zesty Cocktails</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>#3828357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW & EXCLUSIVE CORN GRILLING RACK

Just place your prepared cobs onto the rack, carry it to the grill with the tray’s convenient handles, then grill ears to perfection without worrying about them rolling off the grill or sticking to the grill grates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Corn Grill</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>#3016550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW & EXCLUSIVE STAINLESS STEEL GRILL GRID SET

Our grids are great for foods that could fall through a standard grill grate. Dishwasher-safe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stainless Steel Grids</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
<td>#1903175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Deal</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>#1903172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW Skinny Grill Grid

Not shown, 20¼" x 7½".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skinny Grill Grid</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>#3016557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OUR FAVORITE GRILL GLOVE

The ultimate way to stay safe and work quickly at the grill—the Pit Mitt’s aramid-and-cotton construction blocks heat up to 475°F without extra bulk, and features nonslip material for a secure grip. Reversible for right- or left-handed use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grill Glove</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>#662064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINISH GRILLING LIKE A PRO

THE SIMPLE WAY TO GRILL CORN

Keep track of food without being stuck at the grill. Dual probes let you track two dishes and the SmatTemp app makes it easy to remotely view temperatures and times from your Android or iOS device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluetooth Thermometer</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>#2818631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EASY VERSATILITY ON ANY GRILL

EXCLUSIVE BLUETOOTH THERMOMETER

Keep track of food without being stuck at the grill. Dual probes let you track two dishes and the SmatTemp app makes it easy to remotely view temperatures and times from your Android or iOS device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXCLUSIVE BLUETOOTH THERMOMETER</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>#2818631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OUR FAVORITE GRILL GLOVE

The ultimate way to stay safe and work quickly at the grill—the Pit Mitt’s aramid-and-cotton construction blocks heat up to 475°F without extra bulk, and features nonslip material for a secure grip. Reversible for right- or left-handed use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grill Glove</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>#662064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**A** **SALE HIMALAYAN SALT BLOCK**
More flavorful seafood, meats, poultry and more. #19019050 $39.95 $31.96

**SALE** Sur La Table Salt Block Holder #1035674 $14.95 $11.96

**B** **EXCLUSIVE** SCALLOP GRILLING SHELLS
Our natural shells from Scotland are perfect for grilling seafood and also safe for microwave, oven and broiler.

Set of four 5 1/2” #2400687 $6.95
Set of six 6 1/2” #2969517 $6.95

Actual shell diameter varies.

**C** **EXCLUSIVE 3-TIER PLANK HOLDER WITH CEDAR PLANKS**
Infuse multiple dishes at once with subtle, smoky flavor while saving space on your grill. Also great for presentation at the table.

Includes 3 planks. #2855930 $29.95

**D** **EXCLUSIVE 2-IN-1 MESH GRILL PAN SET**
Ultimate versatility—it’s either a fully enclosed basket or two open baskets. #2824448 $39.95

**E** **BUY 1 GET 1 50% OFF ZYLISS® OYSTER TOOL**
The safest and easiest way we’ve found to shuck oysters for grilling and more. Set includes silicone pocket and knife that stores onboard. #2024446 $14.95

**F** **BUY 1 GET 1 50% OFF ZYLISS® PRAWN TOOL**
New—remove the shell and devein all in one easy motion. Also features scissor action to easily remove the head. #2067451 $7.00

**G** **NEW & EXCLUSIVE FLEXIBLE GRILL BASKET**
From whole fish to scallops, our basket protects delicate food on the grill. Handles make it easy to flip. #2974943 $15.95

**ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE**

**OYSTERS ON THE GRILL**

**OUR NEW CAST IRON OYSTER PAN**
Make a smoky summer favorite. Our pan helps you easily grill up to 12 fresh oysters on or off the half-shell, and can even be preheated for faster cooking. #2860245 $39.95

Try our Chargrilled Shucked Oysters recipe—get it at surlatable.com/summerrecipes
NEW & ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE

TROPICAL COLLECTION
COLORFUL OUTDOOR DINNERWARE

Take outdoor entertaining to the tropics with colorful and durable dinnerware made of easy-care melamine.

A. SALE COPPER MOSCOW MULE MUG SET The perfect way to serve the classic cocktail or any icy summer refresher. Set of four 16 oz. #2185820 $79.95 $47.76
SALE Single Mug #1598882 $19.95 $11.96
B. PINEAPPLE OUTDOOR DRINKWARE Double Old Fashioned 15 oz. #2973006 $8.00
Highball 23 oz. #2973004 $10.00 Wine 17 oz. #2973022 $10.00 Pitcher 2.9 qt. #2975048 $25.00
C. ‘AT THE BEACH’ TRAY With its watercolor tropical sunset and faux bamboo trim, our durable melamine tray is right at home loaded with tropical drinks at backyard barbecues. 19½” x 14”. #2972974 $30.00
D. TROPICAL PASTA BOWLS Perfect for family-style meals indoors or out, all summer long. 12” #2972842 $25.00
9” #2972727 $12.00 Server Set #2972834 $12.00
E. NEW LE CREUSET FLOWER COCOTTE Signature Le Creuset enameled cast iron gets a fresh look—a fun flower shape that serves up extra charm with every oven-to-table meal. 2¼ qt. Reg. $234.95 Great Deal $199.96 + Ships Free
EXCLUSIVE Caribbean #3218161 Hibiscus #3218153

16-PIECE TROPICAL FLORAL OUTDOOR DINNERWARE SET
Includes four each: dinner plate, salad plate, cereal bowl plus bonus: four free appetizer plates. #2972795 Sugr $49.95 Great Deal $33.96 + Ships Free

Dinner Plate #2972786 $12.00 #2972792 $10.00
Salad Plate #2972776 $12.00 $10.00
Cereal Bowl #2972768 $12.00 #2972792 $10.00

Pitcher 2.9 qt. #2975048 $25.00
Highball 23 oz. #2973006 $8.00 Wine 17 oz. #2973022 $10.00

Pitcher 10” #2972711 $10.00 Pineapple Bowl 12” #2972701 $10.00

Pineapple Napkin Ring #3017956 $6.00 + Ships Free

Pineapple Napkin Ring #3017940 $6.00 Faux Palm Placemat #3066547 $10.00

14 FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS OVER $59
Serve up refreshment for a crowd. From sangria and batched cocktails to iced tea and lemonade, our beverage jars make it easy to let the good times pour. See all of our jars plus accessories in stores and online—and find our favorite summer refresher recipes at surtable.com/summerrecipes.

OUR NEW BEVERAGE JARS • ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE

**SUMMER SIP**

**BEVERAGE JARS**

- **CLASSIC TALL** Glass, 1.7 gallons #2975555 $50.00
- **CITRUS** Glass, 1.3 gallons #2989877 $40.00
- **CLASSIC MINI** Glass, 5 gallons #2975563 $30.00
- **PINEAPPLE** Glass, 1.6 gallons #3015237 $60.00

**JAR STANDS & SIGNS**

- **PINEAPPLE MASON JAR GLASS** 16 oz. #2975712 $10.00
- **PALM TREE DRINKWARE** Highball #2972966 $10.00
- **WINE** #2972982 $10.00 Pitcher #2972990 $25.00

**DRINKWARE**

- **PINEAPPLE MASON JAR GLASS** 16 oz. #2975712 $10.00
- **PALM TREE DRINKWARE** Highball #2972966 $10.00
- **WINE** #2972982 $10.00 Pitcher #2972990 $25.00

**MARGARITA MIXES & EXTRAS**

- **NEW & EXCLUSIVE** No artificial flavors or preservatives.
  - **STANDARD** #3239357 Skinny #3239340
  - **TROPICAL COCKTAIL NAPKINS** Set of 4 designs #3068913 $15.00
  - **UMBRELLA STRAWS** Set of 25 #3975720 $8.00

- **METAL** #3015229 $20.00
- **WILLOW** #2915809 $20.00
- **WOOD CHALKBOARD** #3016458 $10.00
- **TAG** Set of four #405885 $9.95

- **DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED** #2972958 $8.00
A. **AT THE BEACH TOWEL**
   Our durable cotton towel brightens up any kitchen with its vibrant, painterly design. 28" x 13". #3066865 $10.00

B. **OUTDOOR SERVING TRAY & DOME**
   Perfect for outdoor meals, our classic woven tray includes a 22½" x 16½" x 12½" mesh basket to cover your food until ready to serve. #2975637 $20.00
   Flamingo Platter 7½ x 14½". #2972809 $20.00

C. **SOY CANDLES** 10.9 oz. $18.00
   - Coconut Water #3228605
   - Pineapple Coconut #8131722
   - Ceramic Pineapple Candle 16.4 oz. #2976165 $38.00

D. **FLORAL APRON**
   Comfortable, easy-care cotton with two pockets. 32" x 20". #3068889 $50.00

E. **FIGURAL HIBISCUS PLATE SET**
   A fun design in a set of four tropical colors. Durable melamine. #3079548 $20.00

F. **TROPICAL PLATTER SET**
   Infuse summer gatherings with easygoing island style—vibrant artwork is framed by a faux bamboo border. Set of three. #2972941 $30.00

G. **ON-ICE BOWL & SERVER SET**
   Keep salads and more cool and crisp. Durable hammered acrylic. Includes 2 nesting bowls, servers and lid. #2973050 $40.00

**OUR ALL-NEW FLORAL OUTDOOR COLLECTION**

**FUN IN THE SUN**

**BUY 3, GET THE 4TH FREE**

**MIX AND MATCH**

Our new collection celebrates summer with the look of embossed glass. Made of ultra-durable BPA-free acrylic, it’s perfect for outdoor entertaining and dishwasher safe. Kick off summer in style—find it in stores and online.

- **Wine Glass** 13½ oz. $8.00
  - Pink #3015153
  - Blue #3015120
  - Clear #3015096
- **Highball** 19 oz. $8.00
  - Pink #3015146
  - Blue #3015112
  - Clear #3015088
- **Double Old-Fashioned Glass** 14 oz. $8.00
  - Pink #3015138
  - Blue #3015104
  - Clear #3015070
- **Salad Plate** 8". $8.00
  - Pink #2975910
  - Blue #2975936
  - Clear #2975928
- **Cereal Bowl** 8". $8.00
  - Pink #2975486
  - Blue #2975494
  - Clear #2975902
- **Perla Flatware**
  - Fork #2916385
  - Knife #2916393
  - Spoon #2916409
- **Tropical Table Runner** #3068921 $30.00

*Offer valid for acrylic collection only.
HOMEMADE ICE CREAM IN MINUTES

NEW CHEF’N® SWEET SPOT™ ICE CREAM MAKER
Frozen treats in minutes! Simply freeze the Sweet Spot ahead of time, pour in a chilled ice-cream base, and mix using the included scoop and scraper for delicious homemade treats. $49.95

Lagoon #2921708

DISCOVER OUR FAVORITE ICE CREAM RECIPES AT SURLATABLE.COM/SUMMERRECIPES

OUR EXCLUSIVE ICE-CREAM COMPRESSOR • FAST & EASY
NEW FREEZE & SCOOP
ICE CREAM • GELATO • SORBET • FROZEN YOGURT
Make your favorite frozen treats at home in less than an hour. The Freeze & Scoop does all the work—no pre-freezing required—for cool and refreshing crowd-pleasing desserts all summer long. $219.99 Sugg. $299.95 + Ships Free

Ice Cream Spoon #240472 $6.00 Porcelain Ice Cream Dish #258471 $8.00
Bormioli Rocco Italian Glass Dessert Bowl #599555 $6.95

Batch after batch, fast
The Freeze & Scoop is fully compressor-driven so you never have to pre-freeze. Just add your base and turn the knob for delicious homemade ice cream in less than an hour.

Simple mix-ins
You can add chocolate chips, chopped fruit or flavored syrups through the convenient lid window while it churns—no need to remove the lid or turn the machine off.

Extra easy to use
The simple one-touch knob controls the fully automatic operation and the transparent lid lets you keep an eye on progress to help make sure your treats are just right.

KEEP ICE CREAM FRESH AND DELICIOUS

NEW & EXCLUSIVE INSULATED ICE CREAM TUBS
Prevent freezer burns and protect ice cream from heat on the way to picnics and more.

2½-Quart Glide-a-Scoop Container $19.95 White #2857508
1-Quart Tub $9.95 or 2 for $15.00 Pink #5019818 Light Blue #5018900

1-Quart Tub $9.95 or 2 for $15.00

NEW & EXCLUSIVE TIKI ICE-POP MOLDS
Take summer refreshment to the tropics with fun tiki characters that kids—and adults—will love. Great for frozen fruit and juice pops. Set includes handles and silicone molds for four playful tiki character pops. $16.00 #3064466

TIKI ICE POPS • FOUR UNIQUE DESIGNS

5-DAY SUMMER COOKING ADVENTURES FOR KIDS & TEENS

KIDS’ COOKING SERIES
Inspire your kids’ culinary creativity and share your love of great cooking and baking by giving them an experience they’ll never forget. We’ve cooked up two hands-on, five-day series, all-new for 2017.

TWO GREAT SERIES—BOTH AVAILABLE FOR KIDS AND TEENS
Both our Cooking Series and our Baking Series are available for kids 8-12 and teens 13-17.

CONFIDENT COOKING
Day 1: Knife Skills
• Day 2: Measuring and Baking • Day 3: Sauces & Sauces
• Day 4: Pasta • Day 5: Sur La Table Restaurant Skills

BAKING: SWEET ADVENTURES
Day 1: Pies & Tarts
• Day 2: Bakeshop! • Day 3: French Pâtisserie
• Days 4-5: Two-Day Celebration—Cakes and Ice Cream

See the schedules and full menus then sign up today—all at surlatable.com
**ALL-NEW FROM VITAMIX**
- Easy-blend presets
- New Self-Detect™ container tech
- Smooth variable speed control
- Built-in timer
- Energy-saving sleep mode
- Self-cleans in seconds
- One-touch pulse control
- Clear-view lid with measuring cup
- Engineered and assembled in Cleveland, Ohio
- Backed by a full 10-year warranty
- Dishwasher-safe containers and components

**NEW BLENDING BOWL SET**
Two 8-ounce containers make it easy to create small batches of dips, dressings, and more, then serve, store or pack them in lunches. Great for chopping too. Includes blade base. #3320371 $99.95 Online only.

**NEW BLENDING CUP SET**
Blend and go—two 20-ounce containers with spill-proof lids make it easy to create personal smoothies. Includes blade base. #3320355 $129.95 Online and select stores.

**NEW ASCENT A3500**
**SALE $449.95 + Ships Free**
The newest addition to the Vitamix Ascent Series™ is the pinnacle of blending versatility. The Ascent A3500 takes all of the innovative features of the other Ascent models and adds several more: a beautiful stainless-steel finish, sleek and simple touchscreen controls, two additional programmed modes—purée and self-clean—and a programmable timer. **VIDEO**
White #3084662 Sugg. $699.95 Reg. $599.95
Ceramic Berry Basket #291660 $10.00
Find our exclusive Silicone Blender Spatulas online.

**ASCENT A2500**
**SALE $549.95 + Ships Free**
The newest addition to the Vitamix Ascent Series™ is the pinnacle of blending versatility. The Ascent A3500 takes all of the innovative features of the other Ascent models and adds several more: a beautiful stainless-steel finish, sleek and simple touchscreen controls, two additional programmed modes—purée and self-clean—and a programmable timer. **VIDEO**
Ceramic Berry Basket #3084654 Sugg. $599.95 Reg. $499.95
Find our exclusive Silicone Blender Spatulas online.

**SALE—SAVE $50 • NEW ASCENT SERIES**

**VITAMIX**
**BEND THE RULES OF BLENDING**

**NEW ASCENT A2500**
**SALE $449.95 + Ships Free**
Packed with new features like a built-in timer, three pre-programmed settings and smooth variable speed control. All of that innovation comes without sacrificing any of the power and durability that make Vitamix the favorite of professional chefs. **VIDEO**
White #3084662 Black #3084639
Red #3084647 Slate #3084654 Sugg. $599.95 Reg. $499.95
Find our exclusive Silicone Blender Spatulas online.

**NEW ASCENT A3500**
**SALE $549.95 + Ships Free**
The newest addition to the Vitamix Ascent Series™ is the pinnacle of blending versatility. The Ascent A3500 takes all of the innovative features of the other Ascent models and adds several more: a beautiful stainless-steel finish, sleek and simple touchscreen controls, two additional programmed modes—purée and self-clean—and a programmable timer. **VIDEO**
White #3084662 Black #3084639
Red #3084647 Slate #3084654 Sugg. $599.95 Reg. $499.95
Find our exclusive Silicone Blender Spatulas online.
Re-create the perfect diner-style pancake any morning of the week—this mix makes great waffles too.

**NEW & EXCLUSIVE Tropical Flower Turner**

#3019346

$10.00

**NEW & ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE • FREE SHIPPING**

**SCANPAN PRO S5**

**ULTIMATE NONSTICK PERFORMANCE**

Do it all with essential everyday skillets in great all-purpose sizes—new Scanpan Pro S5 features the most advanced nonstick surface yet.

**PRO S5 11” SKILLET • $79**

Ideal for searing, browning and pan-frying. #3078235

*Suggested $178.00  Reg. $129.95

More sizes in stores and online.

**2-PC. SKILLET SET • $149**

5-star rated by our customers, this is an essential set in must-have 8” and 10¼” sizes.

#3078300

*Suggested $280.00  Reg. $209.95

**NEW & ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE • FREE SHIPPING**

**BUTTERMILK PANCAKE MIXES**

**BUY ONE MIX GET ONE FREE**

**10-PIECE SET GREAT DEAL $699**

& SHIPS FREE

A versatile set of nonstick essentials. Includes 1½- and 3¼-quart covered saucepans, 2½-quart covered sauté pan, 7-quart covered Dutch oven, 8” and 10¼” skillets. #3078318

*Suggested $1,225.00

**24-HOUR SALE**

NEW Flamingo Spatula

#3019320

$14.00

**NEW**

Flamingo Spatula

#3019320

$14.00

**FREE SHIPPING**

All-new rivetless stainless-steel handles The first of their kind, for a completely smooth, easy-clean interior.
NEW & EXCLUSIVE NORDIC WARE® ALOHA BUNDT® PAN
From the makers of the original Bundt®, our gold-toned pan makes it easy to bake detailed pineapple cakes full of island-style charm and perfect for irresistible summer desserts. #275827 $56.00

SALE 20% OFF KITCHENAID® PRO LINE® SERIES BLENDER WITH THERMAL CONTROL JAR
KitchenAid’s most powerful blender. #3238037 Sugg. $749.99 Reg. $599.95 See Sale Price Online + Ships Free

LEGENDARY POWER WITH A COMPACT FOOTPRINT • FREE SHIPPING
THE MIGHTY KITCHENAID® MINI
Mini—the first new KitchenAid® in 20 years—packs full power and functionality into a space-saving design that perfectly fits small-batch lifestyles. Our Artisan® Mini Premium mixer has a 3½-quart polished stainless steel bowl with handle plus a bowl-cleaning Flex Edge silicone beater blade, and features the KitchenAid® Power Hub so you can add all of the great attachments that simplify everyday cooking.

ARTISAN® MINI PREMIUM STAND MIXER
Sugg. $429.99
Great Deal $349.95 + $30 Rebate by Mail Through 5/14
VIDEO Matte White #2855708*
Contour Silver #2758035
Empire Red #2758027 White #2758045 Matte Black #2758050
Hot Sauce #2819357*

KITCHENAID® PRO 600 STAND MIXER
6-qt. bowl with bowl-lift mechanism handles double batches with ease.
Sugg. $569.99
Great Deal $449.95 + $50 Rebate by Mail Through 5/14
White #687723 Nickel Gray #1903806* Pearl Metallic #1903822*
Cobalt Blue #1903731* Empire Red #995722* *Online only.
NEW Flamingo Spatula #3019320 $14.00
NEW Tropical Apron #3068889 $30.00

EXCLUSIVE NORDIC WARE® PINEAPPLE CAKE PAN
Create six mini pineapple upside down cakes for individual desserts. Our even-heating pan makes it quick and easy to get delicious, golden-brown results every time. #496406 $36.00

NEW KITCHENAID® COLD BREW COFFEE MAKER
Smooth, delicious cold brew coffee made easy in your refrigerator—Features glass reservoir, stainless-steel steaming canister, handy fill-level markings and an easy-pour, dripless spout. #5486248 $99.95 + $20 Rebate by Mail + Ships Free

NEW & EXCLUSIVE NORDIC WARE® ALOHA BUNDT® PAN
Create six mini pineapple upside down cakes for individual desserts. Our even-heating pan makes it quick and easy to get delicious, golden-brown results every time. #5486248 $99.95 + $20 Rebate by Mail + Ships Free

NEW KITCHENAID® COLD BREW COFFEE MAKER
Smooth, delicious cold brew coffee made easy in your refrigerator—Features glass reservoir, stainless-steel steaming canister, handy fill-level markings and an easy-pour, dripless spout. #5486248 $99.95 + $20 Rebate by Mail + Ships Free

COOKING CLASSES
CREATE WITH KITCHENAID®
We partnered with KitchenAid® to offer fun, hands-on classes that make the most of our favorite stand mixers. See schedules and sign up online.
INTRODUCING HANDMADE RATTAN FURNITURE

NEW BISTRO CHAIRS

Modeled after vintage French bistro furniture, our new indoor-outdoor chairs are designed by a third-generation family producer of rattan furniture and crafted by hand. Eco-friendly rattan is strong, lightweight, flexible and durable. For maximum comfort and years of enjoyment, it is woven together with a strong and easy-to-clean synthetic fiber that can withstand sun, rain and even frost. Find matching stools and counter chairs on pages 30-31 and see the collection online, available early June.

NEW CHILEWICH BLUE MOSAIC RUG

Perfect for kitchen or patio. Woven from vinyl using a complex jacquard technique, Chilewich rugs are bonded with a high-performance latex backing.

26” x 72” Runner $265.00
72” x 106” Rug $675.00

Find Chilewich in more styles and sizes plus get shipping details online.
BISTRO COUNTER CHAIRS 24” seat height.  $328.00
White with Navy  #3486497
White with Cappuccino  #3486495
Available early June

SUTTON KITCHEN ISLAND  Features bar seating with 10” overhang, a cutlery drawer and two towel racks.
36”h x 54”w x 34”d.  #3486560  $2,059.00

NEW KITCHEN ISLANDS
Add a perfect centerpiece to your kitchen—carefully built by hand, our islands are full of details cooks will love, from food-safe wood work surfaces to spacious drawers, wine storage, open shelving, towel racks and more. Discover every feature online.

GRAMERCY KITCHEN ISLAND  36”h x 64”w x 38”d  #3486552 $2,599.00
BISTRO COUNTER STOOLS  $228.00  White with Navy  #3486446  White with Cappuccino  #3486453

NEW CHILEWICH BLUE MOSAIC RUG  72” x 106” Rug  #3181716 $675.00  26” x 72” Runner  #3181732 $265.00
Find Chilewich in more styles and sizes plus get shipping details online.

Why we love them
•  Solid-wood construction with dovetail joints
•  Large island features removable 15-bottle wine rack
•  Small island features counter overhang for bar seating
•  2” thick acacia countertop
•  Soft-close drawers and doors, and adjustable shelves
•  Two towel racks on each
•  Two great design options

BEAUTIFULLY HANDCRAFTED OF SOLID WOOD
Thermolon Diamond Coating

Sear, pan-fry and more—for health-conscious cooks, this is the ultimate surface for low-oil cooking. Reinforced with diamond, it’s safe for metal utensils and the dishwasher.

Domed Tempered-Glass Lids

The lids are ideal for ultra-efficient and delicious steam cooking—they feature a large viewing area so it’s easy to check cooking food while keeping flavor sealed inside.

ONL Y AT SUR LA TABLE

HEALTHY GRILL PAN WITH LID

$79.96  + SHIPS FREE

Create all your grilled favorites on the stovetop or oven—extra tall grilling ridges allow fat to drain away from cooking foods and create perfect grill marks. The lid allows you to steam-cook, sealing in moisture and flavor, plus it reduces spattering.

#3078177  Sugg. $150.00  Reg. $99.95

8” & 10” 2-PC. SKILLET SET  '99.95  + SHIPS FREE

Set yourself up for amazing meals made easy—safe for metal utensils, completely PFAS and PFOA free, induction compatible and dishwasher safe.

#3078136  Sugg. $221.00  Reg. $149.95

8” & 10” 2-PC. SKILLET SET  '99.96  + SHIPS FREE

Create all your grilled favorites on the stovetop or oven—extra tall grilling ridges allow fat to drain away from cooking foods and create perfect grill marks. The lid allows you to steam-cook, sealing in moisture and flavor, plus it reduces spattering.

#3078177  Sugg. $150.00  Reg. $99.95

GreenPan Induction Cooktop

#2798635  $129.95  + SHIPS FREE

Green Silicone Turner

#626598  $11.00

More colors online

THE FIRST INDUCTION-COMPATIBLE CERAMIC NONSTICK OPTIMIZED FOR ALL HEAT SOURCES

NEW GREENPAN PURE CERAMIC + MAGNETO

EXCLUSIVE • 10-PC. SET  '399.95  + SHIPS FREE

Our latest GreenPan collection pairs Thermolon™ Diamond coating—the first nonstick ceramic coating used in cookware and the first ceramic nonstick that’s safe for metal utensils—with advanced new Magneto™ technology for an induction-optimized base. Made of thick, even-heating hard-anodized aluminum, the pans are reinforced with magnetic particles for perfect performance on induction or any other cooktop. Includes 2- and 3-quart covered saucepans, 3-quart covered sauté pan, 8-quart stockpot, 8” and 10” skillets and bonus pan protectors.

#3078128  Sugg. $720.00  Will Be $499.95  $399.96

+ Bonus Cookware Care Kit with $100 GreenPan Purchase
KITCHEN SMARTS

INTRODUCING THE BREVILLE® SMART OVEN™ AIR

The latest and roomiest addition to our customer-favorite family of countertop ovens features a full cubic foot of interior space—30% more than the Smart Oven Pro and enough to roast a 14-pound turkey. It also introduces a Super Convection setting that reduces cooking time by 30% and creates amazing crispness, perfect for irresistible snacks. Plus you’ll discover new cooking functions for air-frying, dehydrating and even proofing dough.

SMART OVEN™ AIR Includes 13” nonstick pizza pan, 13” x 9” enamel baking pan, stainless-steel roasting rack, two oven racks, AirFry/Dehydrate mesh basket. 21¼” x 12¾” x 17". #3179272 Sugg. $599.95 Great Deal $399.95 + Ships Free

EFFORTLESSLY SMOKE FOOD AT HOME

NEW BREVILLE® SMOKING GUN

MEATS • CHEESES • SAUCES
BUTTER • COCKTAILS • MORE

Where there’s smoke, there’s flavor—and this is the easiest way to infuse your favorite foods with classic smokehouse flavors in minutes. Just load with wood chips, light and direct smoke into a closed container with your food—it’s that easy. Includes apple and hickory wood chips, recipes and batteries. #217606 $99.95 Find it in stores and online

HEDLEY & BENNETT APRON #3085722 $85.00
NEW & ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE

STAUB STEAM GRIDDLE
$149.95 + Ships Free

This is one pan that does it all, bringing the added benefits of steam cooking to Staub’s wonderful cast iron cookware. It features a large 12” surface area perfect for big meals plus an oversized domed-glass lid that allows plenty of room for roasting and helps food cook 30% faster while sealing in heat, moisture and flavor for amazing results. The tempered-glass lid also makes it easy to keep an eye on food as it cooks.

Sugg. $357.00  Reg. $249.95
Marin Blue #3078367
Graphite #3078375
Black #3078383
Grenadine #3078359

STAUB STEAM GRILL
$149.95 + Ships Free

All the flavorful steam-cooking benefits of the Steam Griddle in a grill pan great for preparing all of your grilled favorites. Ridges create perfect grill marks while fat drains away from the food. 12”.

#1906825

Sugg. $343.00  Reg. $239.95
Graphite #1906833
Grenadine #1906825
White #2403012
Marin Blue #1906791

Staub Olivewood Spoon #2405249  $25.00  Find more Staub Olivewood Tools in stores and online

DATE NIGHT: DOWN BY THE SHORE

Join us for a virtual trip down the Atlantic shore where the cuisine is as varied as the coastline.

MENU

Maryland crab cakes with Old Bay aioli  •  Classic Maine lobster roll  •  Cole slaw with remoulade dressing  •  Strawberry shortcakes

COOKING CLASS

STaub STEAM COOKING

SEAR  •  STEAM-COOK  •  ROAST  •  PIZZA  •  BREAKFAST  •  MORE

SPECIAL EDITION ESSENTIAL OVEN • MADE IN FRANCE

NEW STAUB ROOSTER OVEN
CLASSIC STAUB CAST IRON • VERSATILE 3¾-QUART SIZE

Get a piece of innovative Staub cookware with an artful rooster design. The new 3¾-quart Rooster Oven has a domed lid perfect for poultry and larger cuts of meat, and the lid also features the signature Staub chistera system, which constantly and evenly redistributes moisture during cooking.

Sugg. $429.00  Reg. $299.95  $199.96 + Ships Free
Marin Blue #3434598
Graphite #3434606  *Online only.
Black #3078383
Grenadine #3078359
AMAZING FLAVOR, FAST OR SLOW

THE ALL-IN-ONE ESSENTIAL
Endless functionality in one compact countertop cooker—that’s why Instant Pot® is the most popular multicooker around.

16 PRESET COOKING FUNCTIONS
From pressure and slow cooking to homemade yogurt and even cake, Instant Pot® makes it easy.

ALL-NEW ULTRA: OURS EXCLUSIVELY
Our cutting-edge Instant Pot® features a large display with simple and intuitive dial control and easy adaptability to your style of cooking.

CUSTOM SETTINGS
Choose a preset option or easily adjust temperature, pressure and time for your recipe—it couldn’t be simpler to get started.

BROWN & SAUTÉ
The versatile 6-quart stainless-steel cooking insert gives you room to brown and sauté before pressure- or slow-cooking for amazing depth of flavor.

SO MANY OPTIONS
Delay cooking up to 24 hours or keep food warm after cooking is finished. You can even use your Instant Pot® to sterilize jars for canning or baby food.

EASY CLEANUP
The stainless-steel cooking inserts are dishwasher safe and easily removable so cleanup is always a breeze.

SAFE & SECURE PRESSURE COOKING
With 10 overlapping safety mechanisms and millions of Instant Pots already in use, you can cook without worry.

NEW ULTRA: THE MOST ADVANCED INSTANT POT® EVER • GREAT DEAL $149.95 • SHIPS FREE
Try it and you’ll see why cooks have fallen head-over-heels for this amazing multicooker. Fall-apart tender, deeply flavorful meats and more—recipes that typically slow-cook for long periods—can be ready up to six times faster. Plus, you can sear ingredients right in the cooker for even more flavor and complexity. All of your favorites are faster and easier—perfect for busy lifestyles—thanks to push-button pressure cooking with 10 foolproof safety mechanisms. See everything it can do at surlatable.com.

Find our favorite Instant Pot® recipes at surlatable.com.
SOUS VIDE 101

Sous vide—literally “under vacuum” in French—is a cooking method where water is circulated around sealed food at precisely controlled temperatures. These are some of the reasons why cooks love it:

- Amazing flavor and texture impossible with other methods
- No stress—precise temperature control means you never have to worry about overcooking
- Food is evenly cooked throughout
- Easily repeatable results

BEAUTIFULLY SIMPLE, FEATURE-PACKED DESIGN

- Ultra-compact size
- Most powerful heater available
- Control, adjust and get updates from anywhere via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi with your Android or iOS device (required to control the Joule)
- Companion app also features inspirational, video-rich content
- Magnetic base for extra stability in any induction-ready cookware
- Compatible with Amazon Alexa for voice control

AMAZING RESULTS • ULTRA COMPACT • SMARTPHONE CONTROLLED

NEW JOULE SOUS VIDE

Flaky fish, amazingly tender chicken, perfectly cooked steaks—Joule puts the wonderful results of sous-vide cooking into the smallest but most powerful tool of its kind. Designed by Seattle-based ChefSteps, a company on a mission to help people cook smarter, Joule is controlled with a feature-rich companion app that lets you pick the exact doneness you like for foolproof perfection every time. 

#3493756 $199.00 + Ships Free

Online, select stores.

Perfection every time—it’s easy! Just select in the app and go—it provides step-by-step instructions and a visual guide to doneness so you can see exactly how food will turn out.
A. THE RIDGE 8" CHEF'S KNIFE
Groundbreaking design with a ridge and cutouts for extra-easy slicing with no sticking. VIDEO
#1207109  Sugg. $127.00  Reg. $94.95
$69.96 + Ships Free

B. 3-PIECE STARTER SET
Includes 4½" utility, 8" chef's and 8" bread. #5325081
Sugg. $219.00  Reg. $129.95
$99.96 + Ships Free

C. 7-PIECE BLOCK SET
Includes 6" chef's, 3" paring, 4½" utility, 6" serrated utility, along with 9" honing steel, kitchen shears and a 9-slot block. #0358504  Sugg. $398.00  Reg. $199.96 + Ships Free

D. 4-PC. STEAK KNIFE SET
Serrated blades slice easily through any cut of meat. #918631
Sugg. $100.00  Reg. $69.95 $55.96 + Ships Free

E. SHEARS AND PARING KNIFE SET
Two essentials every cook needs. #658049  Sugg. $53.00  Reg. $24.95 $19.96
JK Adams 1761 Ash Paddle Board 23" x 10" #299601 $69.95
Online only.

WÜSTHOF
GOURMET
SALE
MADE IN SOLINGEN, GERMANY
Cutlery expertise meets state-of-the-art design and technology in Wüsthof Gourmet for great knives at a great value. Each knife is laser-cut from a single piece of high-carbon stainless steel for a perfect edge and lasting performance. Get chopping—find the complete collection on sale in stores and online.
ZWILLING PRO
PRO-GRADE CUTLERY • MADE IN GERMANY
Forged stainless steel with an angled bolster for a natural professional grip, extra precision and easy use and sharpening of the full blade. Ergonomic full-tang handle for perfect balance.

Great Deal $99.96 • Ships Free
8" Traditional Chef's Knife
An everyday essential any cook will love—at a great price.
#1921576 Supp. $165.00 Reg. $139.95

4" Paring
#107600 Supp. $75.00 $59.95
5½" Prep
#1921568 Supp. $125.00 Reg. $99.95 $49.96
5½" Serrated Prep
#1921674 Supp. $125.00 Reg. $99.95 $49.96
6" Chef's
#198376 Supp. $101.00 $19.95
8" Traditional Chef's
#1921576 Supp. $165.00 Reg. $139.95 $99.96
5" Rocking Santoku
#2147287 Supp. $108.00 $109.95
7" Rocking Santoku
#706445 Supp. $163.00 $129.95
9" Serrated Bread
#2156441 Supp. $163.00 Reg. $129.95 $69.96

7-Piece Block Set • The essentials for any cook—4" paring, 5½" serrated utility, 5½" hollow-edge santoku, 8" chef's, kitchen shears, 9" honing steel and a 16-slot hardwood block.
#1790294 Supp. $598.00 Reg. $369.95 Great Deal $299.96 • Ships Free

9" Double-Serrated Bread
#2816411 Supp. $163.00 Reg. $129.95 $69.96
5" Rocking Santoku
#2472827 Supp. $109.95

WÜSTHOF CLASSIC
Precision Edge Technology creates a blade that is 20% sharper with twice the edge retention. Made in Solingen, Germany.

Great Deal $99.96 • Ships Free
8" Hollow-Edge Santoku
A great price on the essential knife every cook needs in their block.
#3084720 Supp. $187.00 Reg. $139.95

3½" Paring
#15608 Supp. $84.00 $49.95
5" Nakiri
#2567058 Supp. $147.00 Reg. $109.95 $99.96
6" Chef's
#1921565 Supp. $192.00 $119.95
8" Chef's Knife
#1921575 Supp. $187.00 $139.95 $99.96
8" Hollow-Edge Santoku
#5084720 Supp. $187.00 Reg. $139.95 $99.96
3" Double-Serrated Bread
#3006010 Supp. $103.00 $119.95
2-Piece Prep Set
#1279181 6" chef's, 3½" paring Supp. $236.00 Reg. $139.95 Great Deal $99.96 • Ships Free

7-Piece Block Set
5½" Paring, 6" Utility, 8" Bread, 8" Chef's, Kitchen Shears, Honing Steel and 13-slot Block.
#3083924 Supp. $529.00 Reg. $399.95 Great Deal $329.95 • Ships Free
GLOBAL SALE
CLASSIC COLLECTION - STARTS MAY 1

Each knife is forged from a single piece of stainless steel for incredible strength, durability and performance. Easy to maintain, they feel like a natural extension of the hand. Chop around: Try Global knives in your local store.

SALE $79.96 + SHIPS FREE
GLOBAL CLASSIC 7" SANTOKU
Get a versatile essential at a great price—the santoku is ideal for quick slicing, dicing and mincing.

MIYABI KOH
EXCLUSIVE • HANDMADE IN SEKI CITY, JAPAN
Designed and forged to exacting standards just for us, all-new Miyabi Koh (“light” in Japanese) cutlery blends centuries of traditional Japanese craftsmanship and minimalist design with industry-leading technical innovation. Ultra-sharp, ultra-versatile and perfectly balanced, these are knives every cook will love.

GREAT DEAL $99.96 + SHIPS FREE
8" CHEF’S KNIFE Get the perfect everyday knife at an amazing price for a limited time.

GLOBAL CLASSIC 7" SANTOKU
Get a versatile essential at a great price—the santoku is ideal for quick slicing, dicing and mincing.
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GLOBAL CLASSIC 7" SANTOKU
Get a versatile essential at a great price—the santoku is ideal for quick slicing, dicing and mincing.

MIYABI KOH
EXCLUSIVE • HANDMADE IN SEKI CITY, JAPAN
Designed and forged to exacting standards just for us, all-new Miyabi Koh (“light” in Japanese) cutlery blends centuries of traditional Japanese craftsmanship and minimalist design with industry-leading technical innovation. Ultra-sharp, ultra-versatile and perfectly balanced, these are knives every cook will love.

GREAT DEAL $99.96 + SHIPS FREE
8" CHEF’S KNIFE Get the perfect everyday knife at an amazing price for a limited time.

GLOBAL CLASSIC 7" SANTOKU
Get a versatile essential at a great price—the santoku is ideal for quick slicing, dicing and mincing.
12 GREAT WAYS TO PREP AND DRESS
FRESH IDEAS FOR FUN & EASY PREP

WATCH OUR FAVORITE TOOLS IN ACTION AT SURLATABLE.COM

A. CHEF’N® FRESHFORCE™ CITRUS JUICERS
Get 20% more juice than with other handheld juicers. VIDEO
Lime #652600 $20.00
Lemon #652628 $25.00

B. CHEF’N® STEMGEM™ STRAWBERRY HULLER
Ergonomic tool features a button-operated claw to quickly remove stems. Top shelf dishwasher safe. VIDEO 667683 $8.00 or 2 for $10.00

C. NEW & EXCLUSIVE CHERRY PITTER
Easily pit up to seven cherries at once. Pins are collected in the base for mess-free disposal. #328350 $9.95

D. BUY 1 GET 1 50% OFF ZYLISS® MANGO SPLITTER
Halve the mango and remove the stone in one quick motion. VIDEO #252507 $14.00

E. EXCLUSIVE PINEAPPLE SLICER
Core and create perfect ring-shaped slices in seconds, safely and easily. VIDEO 908385 $14.95

F. NEW CHEF’N® PULL ’N SLICE™ MANDOLINE
Easy prep with a quick pull—no electricity required. Slice thick or thin, julienne or waffle. VIDEO #2921286 $34.95

G. NEW & EXCLUSIVE THE INSPIRALIZER® BY ALI MAFFUCCI
Change the way you eat vegetables. Switch blades with twist of a dial to create ribbon, fettuccine, linguine and spaghetti cuts. VIDEO #3016433 $39.95

H. CHEF’N® LOOSELEAF™ KALE AND GREENS STRIPPER
Easily strip greens and herbs from their stems. VIDEO #1820539 $7.95

I. CHEF’N® AVOQUADO™ 4-IN-1 AVOCADO TOOL
Open, pit, slice and scoop with a single tool. Safety blade and adjustable scoop to fit all avocados. VIDEO #2921260 $9.95

J. TOVOLO KIWI TOOL
Simply cut the kiwi in half, insert and twist for mess-free peeling and quartering. VIDEO #2694473 $6.00

K. BUY 1 GET 1 50% OFF ZYLISS® CORN STRIPPER
Instantly strip corn from the cob for salads, salsas and more. Removable blade covers 6” VIDEO #957755 $8.95
From the experts at Wolf Gourmet, a line of premium countertop appliances and kitchen tools delivering precise control for delicious results every time. Discover more online.

**WOLF GOURMET TOASTER**
Patent-pending self-centering bread guides and commercial-grade heating elements deliver consistent toasting time after time.

- 2-Slice  #2300168  Sugg. $399.00  $299.95 + Ships Free
- 4-Slice  #2039758  Sugg. $499.00  $399.95 + Ships Free

**WOLF GOURMET BLENDER**
Four programmed functions and infinitely variable speed dial, powered by a 2.4 peak horsepower motor.

- #2039774  Sugg. $699.95  $599.95 + Bonus Skillet by Mail ($149.95 value) + Ships Free

**WOLF GOURMET 6-PIECE FORGED CUTLERY SET**
Forged from premium stainless steel for a sharper and more durable knife. Ergonomic handles. 3” paring, 5½” utility, 8” chef’s, 10” serrated bread, 10” honing steel, 10-slot block.

- #2087823  Sugg. $1,000.00  $749.95 + Ships Free + Catalog and online only

**WOLF GOURMET 6-PIECE FORGED CUTLERY SET**
Forged from premium stainless steel for a sharper and more durable knife. Ergonomic handles. 3” paring, 5½” utility, 8” chef’s, 10” serrated bread, 10” honing steel, 10-slot block.

- #2087823  Sugg. $1,000.00  $749.95 + Ships Free + Catalog and online only

**WOLF GOURMET COOKWARE**
Proprietary 7-ply construction for superior heat distribution and precise results. 2-qt covered saucepan, 3-qt covered saucepan, 3½-qt covered sauté pan, 8” and 10” skillets, and 8-qt covered stockpot. Made in the USA.  VIDEO  #20888680

- Sugg. $1,300.00  $999.95 + Ships Free

**WOLF GOURMET COUNTERTOP OVEN**
Six meticulously calibrated cooking modes, advanced perimeter convection, and integrated temperature probe.

- #2039790  Sugg. $700.00  $549.95 + Bonus Skillet by Mail ($149.95 value) + Ships Free
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OUR PLATINUM PROFESSIONAL BAKEWARE
SALE 30% OFF

LIFETIME WARRANTY • USA MADE

Our pro-quality, aluminized steel pans are made in the USA with 65% recycled steel and Americoat™, the most advanced nonstick silicone coating around. Nothing cleans up faster or easier.

6-PIECE SET • Sale $83.96 • Ships Free
Ultimate nonstick performance: includes 12-muffin pan, two 9" round cake pans, half-sheet pan, cookie half-sheet and a nonstick cooling rack. #275432. Supp. $45.00 Reg. $120.00

Find our exclusive Flex-Core Spatulas in stores and online.

TOASTER OVEN SET 4-piece set
#1748680 Reg. $70.00 $48.96

SPRINGFORM PAN #1085316 Reg. $40.00 $27.96

MEATLOAF PAN #8250599 Reg. $50.00 $20.96

MINILOAF PAN #692046 Reg. $30.00 $20.96

9" PIE PAN #2585966 Reg. $19.00 $9.96

MINI MUFFIN PAN #685404 Reg. $30.00 $20.96

2-PIECE ½-SHEET PAN SET #685438 Reg. $45.00 $31.46

LASAGNA PAN #2585941 Reg. $35.00 $24.46

¼-SHEET PAN #825034 Reg. $20.00 $12.96

52 SURLATABLE.COM 800-243-0852
ALL-CLAD UNDER $100

Celebrate spring with the gift of amazing All-Clad cookware at great values. Moms, dads and graduates will love these everyday favorites, all under $100.

Find more great deals from All-Clad in stores and online.

- **5-QUART COLANDER**
  - Strain, steam and more—plus, get this colander and more free when you spend $800 on All-Clad. Details online.
  - #1548221
  - Sugg. $110.00

- **10" COVERED SKILLET**
  - This stainless-steel essential handles everything from stir-fry and steak to stovetop braising.
  - #413830
  - Reg. $84.95
  - Sugg. $99.95

- **2-QUART KETTLE**
  - The perfect complement to your All-Clad cookware. Stainless steel with whistle spout.
  - #1551530
  - Sugg. $150.00

- **6-PIECE TOOL SET**
  - Stainless steel spoon, skimmer, ladle, spatula, fork and storage canister.
  - #1549765
  - Sugg. $120.00

- **6-QUART PASTA POT**
  - A handy strainer insert ensures no-hassle pasta prep and easy steaming.
  - #1551522
  - Sugg. $150.00

- **10" COVERED SKILLET**
  - This stainless-steel essential handles everything from stir-fry and steak to stovetop braising.
  - #1451830
  - Reg. $154.95
  - Sugg. $99.96

- **2-BURNER GRILL & GRIDDLE COMBO**
  - A 2-in-1 nonstick favorite perfect for breakfast and more. 13" x 20".
  - #2157733
  - Sugg. $180.00
  - Online only.
  - $99.95

- **HA1 NONSTICK SKILLET SET**
  - Two essentials from the HA1 collection in versatile 8" and 10" sizes.
  - #2758415
  - Reg. $79.95
  - Sugg. $120.00

- **6-BURNER GRILL & GRIDDLE COMBO**
  - Exclusive a 2-in-1 nonstick favorite perfect for breakfast and more. 13" x 20".
  - #2758783
  - Sugg. $180.00
  - Online only.

**COOKING CLASS**

MASTER CLASS: STEAK

Join us and discover essential techniques and great tips for restaurant-quality steaks at home.

See schedules and sign up online.

**$79.95**

**$99.96**

**$99.95**

**$99.95**

**$99.95**

**$99.95**

**$99.95**

**$59.96**

**$99.95**

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE • EXCEPTIONAL VALUE • FREE SHIPPING
ALL-CLAD FOR EVERY COOK

AMAZING PERFORMANCE FROM AMERICA’S FAVORITE COOKWARE MAKER

Discover great values on some of our All-Clad favorites—whether you’re expanding a collection or starting a new one. All-Clad brings handcrafted, American-designed quality to your kitchen. Discover more—explore All-Clad in stores and online.

ALL-CLAD DOUBLE BONUS

SPEND $500 OR MORE ON ALL-CLAD COOKWARE and receive an All-Clad Lasagna Pan plus two All-Clad Oven Mitts (a $169.95 value).

SPEND $800 OR MORE and receive an All-Clad Lasagna Pan, two All-Clad Oven Mitts and a 5-Quart Colander ($279.95 value).

COPPER CORE · ULTIMATE ALL-CLAD
Bonded five-ply construction combines the superior heat conductivity of copper and aluminum with the cleaning ease of stainless steel for unrivaled responsiveness and control. Made in USA.

D5 BRUSHED · NEXT-GENERATION BONDED
Patented five-ply aluminum-and-stainless-steel construction for 20% more even heating than traditional clad cookware and optimized induction performance. Large handles and flared rims. Made in USA.

STAINLESS · AN AMERICAN CLASSIC
Handcrafted in the USA with a patented bonding process, three-ply All-Clad Stainless Steel cookware features timeless design, amazing performance and durability to last a lifetime. Made in USA.

HAI · EASY EVERYDAY COOKING
Nonstick ease meets All-Clad craftsmanship at a great price. HAI features an innovative bonded three-layer nonstick system for easy release, scratch resistance and amazing results.

10-PIECE SET · $1,299.95 + SHIPS FREE
#462580 Sugg. $1,780.00

10-PIECE SET · $899.95 + SHIPS FREE
#1526268 Sugg. $1,425.00

12" COVERED SKILLET
$149.95 + SHIPS FREE

13-PIECE SET · $599.95 + SHIPS FREE
#2758340 Sugg. $900.00

5-QT. SAUTÉ PAN
$249.95 + SHIPS FREE

12" COVERED SKILLET
$179.95 + SHIPS FREE

3-QT. SAUCE PAN
$149.95 + SHIPS FREE

Delicious results whether you’re searing steak, stir-frying veggies or making pancakes—oven safe and features a tempered glass lid and a helper handle. #2758407 Sugg. $115.00

10-PIECE SET · $699.95 + SHIPS FREE
#1039940 Sugg. $1,105.00

3-QT. SAUCE PAN
$199.95 + SHIPS FREE

10-PIECE SET · $1,099.95 + SHIPS FREE
#1526260 Sugg. $1,245.00

10-PIECE SET · $999.95 + SHIPS FREE
#4625840 Sugg. $1,299.00
GREAT RESULTS AT HOME

ROWENTA PRO MASTER IRON  A wonderful entry-level iron—1700 watts of power releases high-pressure steam to easily release wrinkles on even the thickest garments. See every feature online. Made in Germany. #3073673  Sugg. $125.00  Reg. $99.95
$89.96 + Ships Free

ROWENTA X-CEL STEAMER  Powerful yet lightweight and easy to use, this handheld steamer is ideal for quickly and efficiently removing wrinkles from delicate fabrics or touching up table linens and drapes. #3073707  Sugg. $89.99  Reg. $69.95

A NO-COMPROMISE SPACE-SAVER

ROWENTA PRO COMPACT IRONING BOARD  Easy to use, easy to transport and easy to store—it features an extra-large, cotton-covered ironing surface on stable, adjustable legs, and folds for efficient storage. #307349  Sugg. $250.00  Reg. $189.95
$189.96 + Ships Free

A GREAT HAND-HELD STEAMER

ROWENTA X-CEL STEAMER  Powerful yet lightweight and easy to use, this handheld steamer is ideal for quickly and efficiently removing wrinkles from delicate fabrics or touching up table linens and drapes. #3073707  Sugg. $89.99  Reg. $69.95

COMMERICAL-QUALITY HOME STEAMING

ROWENTA MASTER VALET GARMENT STEAMER  This portable, commercial-grade steamer quickly and efficiently removes wrinkles from garments, and touches up table linens, drapes and home furnishings. #3073723  Sugg. $185.00  Reg. $139.95

THE MOST ADVANCED IRON YOU’LL FIND

• SteamForce technology for up to 30% more steam
• Simple one-touch controls
• Smooth-gliding nonstick soleplate prevents snagging and scratching
• 400 steam holes ensure even steam distribution
• LED display indicates when the ideal temperature is reached
• Smart Steam sensor stops steam when the iron is not moving
• New precision shot area offers a concentrated shot of steam
• Ergonomically designed handle and seven-foot, 360°-pivot cord
• Ability to vertically steam garments too

HURRY, SALE ENDS MAY 15

ROWENTA SALE

INTRODUCING THE ROWENTA STEAMFORCE
All-new at Sur La Table—Rowenta’s most powerful steam iron features new pump injection technology that forces 30% more steam into fabrics for fast, effective results. One-touch controls make ironing intuitive, and steam output is automatically adjusted based on your fabric selection. The SteamForce also boasts a Smart Steam motion detection feature, which stops steaming when the iron isn’t moving. Made in Germany. #3073681  Sugg. $175.00  Reg. $139.95
SALE $129.96 + Ships Free

See the complete collection in select stores and online
GREAT COFFEE IS IN THE DETAILS

Rooted in the Swiss watchmaking tradition, Jura precisely engineers every detail not just to stand the test of time but to deliver the freshest, richest, most aromatic coffee and espresso possible for years to come. Explore the amazing features standard on every machine in stores and online.

ALL YOUR FAVORITES WITH A TOUCH

Jura’s bean-to-cup philosophy demands perfection: the best grind, the ideal temperature for brewing and steaming, the perfect flavor and aroma. Once you’ve experienced it, you’ll see why owning a Jura is like having a coffee shop in your own kitchen. And with a variety of user-friendly machines, it’s easy to find the Jura that’s right for you.

A JURA FOR EVERY COFFEE LOVER

F R I E N D L Y  R E M I N D E R S

Whether you love bean-to-cup espresso, rich, delicious cappuccinos, amazing lattes or the latest specialty drinks, Jura does it all with ease.

INcredible VAlue • ChROnE FiniSh

THE JURA E8

12 SPECIALTY DRINKS • INTERACTIVE COLOR DISPLAY

Put a cafe on your countertop—just choose any of 12 cafe-quality specialty drinks on the color display and touch a button to grind, tamp, brew and froth in under 60 seconds. With eight different intensity levels, you can customize your coffee just the way you like it, and Jura’s revolutionary Pulse Extraction Process® brews espresso and ristretto with a full, rich bouquet and delicious flavor every time. Learn more about this amazing machine at surlatable.com.

#2814895  Sugg. $2,600.00  $1,999.00  + Ships Free

JURA GLASS MILK CONTAINER  #2970291  $50.00

ZWILLING SORRENTO DUAL-WALL GLASSWARE  SETS OF TWO

Espresso  2.7 oz.  #2193118  $15.00

Coffee  8.1 oz.  #2193100  $18.00

Latte  11.8 oz.  #2193092  $20.00

More sizes in stores and online.
CUISINART® ELECTRIC YOGURT MAKER
Simply mix ingredients for your favorite yogurt recipe with regular or soy milk, add them to the yogurt container and let the machine do the rest.

#2294973  Sugg. $185.00  Great Deal $99.95 + Ships Free

CUISINART® BREAKFAST CENTRAL
Whip up thick, fluffy waffles, perfect pancakes and delicious savory egg creations—interchangeable nonstick plates and six temperature settings. Tongs and recipes included.

#1498914  Sugg. $185.00  Special $99.95 + Ships Free

NEW CUISINART® HURRICANE COMPACT BLENDER
Blend fresh fruit smoothies, make quick work of mincing herbs, and whip up delicious single-serving drinks—all with one compact blender.

#3499514  Sugg. $185.00  Great Deal $99.95 + Ships Free

4-SLICE TOASTER
Designed with four generous slots and five toasting options, plus variable shading for perfect results.

4-Slice  #2908234  Sugg. $145.00  Great Deal $79.95 + Ships Free
2-Slice  #2908226  Sugg. $110.00  Great Deal $59.95 + Ships Free

Breakfast with Cuisinart®
Brew a perfect pot and get cooking—Cuisinart® electrics make breakfast quicker and easier whether you’re on the go or relaxing over brunch.

CUISINART® COFFEE CENTER™
Brew for a crowd or unwind with one perfect cup—this innovative design includes a fully automatic 12-cup coffee maker on one side and a single-serve, K-cup-compatible brewer on the other. Also includes Cuisinart’s HomeBarista Reusable Filter Cup, which lets you use your own ground coffee.

#2908242  Sugg. $365.00  Great Deal $199.00 + Ships Free

Bormioli Rocco Oslo Glasses
- Espresso  3.8 oz.  #3016698  $5.95
- Coffee  11 oz.  #3016680  $7.95

Organic Strawberry Spread  #2417699  $12.00

“Love, love, love it, it’s the best idea they ever had. Great coffee all the time.”

Two Great Ways To Brew
Put the perfect coffee center on your countertop—combining two favorite ways to brew in a single machine was a stroke of genius. The single-serve brewer lets you quickly brew a single cup whenever the mood strikes, and you can use your own ground coffee or ultra-convenient K-cups. The programmable 12-cup coffee maker makes it easy to pour cup after delicious cup for weekend brunches or big breakfasts.
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE! SHOP THE SALE MAY 5 – 15
SALE 30% OFF ALL NESPRESSO
SAVE ON EVERY NESPRESSO MACHINE + COFFEE DISCOUNT, DETAILS ONLINE
With every Nespresso machine 30% off in stores and at surlatable.com now through May 15, there’s never been a better time to get in on the world’s favorite single-serve coffee experience and enjoy the range of delicious coffees exclusive to the Nespresso capsule systems. Discover many more machines on sale in stores and online. RECYCLE YOUR NESPRESSO CAPSULES IN ANY OF OUR STORES

BREVILLE® & NESPRESSO CREATISTA PLUS • SALE $418.96
This is the first single-serve espresso machine that lets you create craft coffee drinks—flat white, cappuccino, latte, latte macchiato and more—using OriginalLine capsules, without the specialized skills of a barista. The fully automatic steam wand produces true micro-foamed milk, custom-adjusted to your taste. VIDEO #3015419
Sugg. $900.00 Reg. $599.95 $418.96 • Ships Free

NEW NESPRESSO VERTUOPLUS DELUXE BY DE’LONGHI • SALE $187.96
Brewed coffee and espresso—the new VertuoLine capsule machine features larger water and capsule holders, and a motorized lid for easy operation. Plus, the included Aeroccino3 frother means perfect cappuccino and latte made easy. Black #3179827* EXCLUSIVE Titan #3179819 Sugg. $318.00 Reg. $269.00 $187.96 • Ships Free *Select stores, online.

DE’LONGHI & NESPRESSO LATISSIMA PLUS • SALE $278.96
This is the first single-serve espresso machine that allows you to create craft coffee drinks—flat white, cappuccino, latte, latte macchiato and more—using OriginalLine capsules, without the specialized skills of a barista. The fully automatic steam wand produces true micro-foamed milk, custom-adjusted to your taste. VIDEO #3015419
Sugg. $560.00 Reg. $399.00 $278.96 + Ships Free

ZWILLING SORRENTO DUAL-WALL MUGS
Sets of two Espresso 2.7 oz. #2193183 $20.00
Double Espresso 4.5 oz. #2193175 $25.00 Coffee 12 oz. #2193167 $30.00
Set of 8 #2193191 Sugg. $120.00 Sale $89.96 + Ships Free
Latte 15 oz. #2193195 $40.00 Cappuccino 15 oz. #2193142 $40.00
SALE EXCLUSIVE Nespresso Capsule Holder Not shown #2058162 $39.95 $27.96
NEW CHEF’N KIT • MAKE 8 AT ONCE!

EASY ICE-CREAM SANDWICHES

Create a classic treat that’s even better homemade. This innovative set includes two presses so you can make eight perfect ice cream sandwiches at once! Just add your favorite ice cream and press.

#3020682 $34.00

1. Fill & Bake
Pour your batter into the silicone trays and bake.

2. Add Ice Cream
After cooling, add your favorite flavor to the frame.

3. Press & Enjoy
Just press the tops and bottoms together—simple!

NEW FLAVORS

ICE CREAM STARTERS

Amazing flavor. Made in Chicago just for us by Urban Accents.

Salted Caramel #2565484 $14.00
Mint Chocolate Chip #2665340

NEW Strawberry #3078870 $14.00
Vanilla #2565497
Buttered Pecan #2565325
Chocolate Mousse #2565364

NEW Espresso #3078904
Chocolate Fudge Sauce #2744001 $12.00

COOL TREATS

Create an endless array of frosty treats—decadent ice cream to tasty frozen yogurt, creamy gelato to fruity sorbet. Innovative design speeds processing, and auto shutoff prevents over-churning for perfect texture. Find recipes at surlatable.com.

VIDEO

#1992064 Sugg. $225.00
Great Deal $119.95 + Ships Free
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**FLAG OUTDOOR DRINKWARE**
- Double Old Fashioned Glass 15 oz. #2972859 $8.00
- Highball Glass 24 oz. #2972875 $10.00
- Milk Bottle & Straw #2972897 $8.00 Pitcher 2 qt. #2972881 $25.00
- Stars & Stripes Straws Set of 25 #2975589 $8.00

**FIREWORKS PASTA COLLECTION** Durable melamine.
- Individual Bowls 9” #2972545 $12.00
- Serving Bowl 11½” #2972560 $25.00
- Server Set #3016805 $12.00
- Blue Moire Placemat #295072 $10.00

---

**STARS & STRIPES**

**COLORFUL OUTDOOR DINNERWARE AND MORE • ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE**

Set the scene for summer fun—our patriotic collection puts the red, white and blue center stage for your Fourth-of-July celebration with durable, shatter-proof melamine dinnerware and plenty of extras.

- Stars & Stripes Dinnerware
  - Cereal Bowl 7½” #2972529 $10.00
  - Salad Plate 9” #2972594 $10.00
  - Dinner Plate 11” #2972560 $12.00
  - 16-Piece Set: Four each of the above plus four Bonus Appetizer Plates #2972552 Supp. $48.00 Great Deal $130.00 + Ships Free
- Stars & Stripes Runner #3019221 $35.00
- Fireworks Napkins Set of four #3019262 $25.00
- Beaded Fireworks Napkin Ring $8.00 Blue #3017985 Red #3017977 Red Braided Placemat #299580 $10.00

**MOMMY & ME APRONS** Coordinating designs are fun way to celebrate as you and your sous chef cook together.
- Stars & Stripes Adult’s Apron 32½” x 30” #3018009 $25.00
- Fireworks Child’s Apron 23½” x 26” #3018017 $20.00

**STARS & STRIPES OUTDOOR SERVING TRAY** Great for barbecues and Fourth-of-July picnics—our durable melamine tray makes it easy to serve drinks, appetizers and more. 19¾” x 14”. #2972685 $30.00

**GALVANIZED BUCKET** #2971851 $10.00
4½-Qt. Oval Oven & Grill • Lid Is a Grill

Le Creuset turned the lid of their customer-favorite Oval French Oven into a grill pan, giving cooks even more great options with a single piece of cookware. Sugg. $400.00 Great Deal $299.95 + Ships Free Cerise #3306263 Indigo #3306362 More colors online

2½-Qt. Multifunction Pan • Lid Is a Skillet

The lid doubles as a skillet, giving you two essential Le Creuset pans at one great price—perfect for everything from tomato soup and grilled cheese sandwiches to omelets. Sugg. $285.00 Great Deal $199.95 + Ships Free Cerise #2818052 Indigo #2818086 More colors online

3½-Qt. Oval Oven • Signature Le Creuset

Le Creuset’s iconic oval French oven is the perfect choice for roasting, slow cooking, simmering and much more. Sugg. $370.00 Reg. $284.95 Great Deal $179.96 + Ships Free Cerise #904722 Indigo #2436871 More colors online

XL Double-Burner Grill & Griddle

Great for indoor or outdoor grilling, big breakfasts and more. 13⅛” x 9”. Sugg. $185.00 Great Deal $99.95 Each + Free Shipping Cerise #2694164 Indigo #2694206 More colors online

5½-Qt. Round French Oven

Signature Le Creuset cast iron. Sugg. $460.00 Great Deal $329.95 Cerise #904375 Indigo #889964

8-Quart Enamel Steel Stockpot

Heavy-gauge enameled steel with an easy-clean interior and a tight-fitting domed lid. Reg. $99.95 Great Deal $79.96 Cerise #601997 Indigo #1029461

4-Qt. Heritage Covered Oval Stoneware Baker

Reg. $89.95 Great Deal $69.96 Cerise #3218245 Indigo #3218278

3½-Quart Buffet Casserole

A great all-around size with a wide, shallow base perfect for searing, plus a tempered glass lid for visibility. Sugg. $370.00 Reg. $284.95 Great Deal $179.96 Cerise #2694064 Indigo #2694206

A Skillet

Make classic cornbread on the grill plus so much more. 10⅞”. Sugg. $230.00 Great Deal $164.95 Cerise #1418912 Indigo #1191642

Le Creuset Cast Iron Handcrafted in France • Free Shipping
OUR EXCLUSIVE NEW COLLECTION
CELEBRATE SUMMER
ALL ORDERS OVER $59 SHIP FREE

Take the party outside—from durable, dishwasher-safe outdoor dinnerware to extras that bring seaside charm to your backyard, discover great ways to add the red, white and blue to outdoor entertaining. Find the entire collection in stores and online.

- **PINWHEEL GARLAND**  Make your celebration extra festive. 12'. #5016219 $30.00
- **LIGHTHOUSE TEALIGHT CANDLE HOLDER** 7" $10.00
  - White #2976108
  - Blue #2976106
  - 50 Tealight Candles #2400679 $15.00
- **PINWHEEL PLATTER** Durable melamine. 12½" x 17¼". #2972644 $25.00
- **ADIRONDACK TEALIGHT CANDLE HOLDERS** 7" $12.00
  - Red #2975795
  - White #2975779
  - Blue #2975787
- **50 Tealight Candles** Set of six. #2976204 $15.00
- **FIREWORKS PLATES** Durable melamine. 9". #2972602 $10.00
- **STARS & STRIPES NAPKINS** Star-spangled napkins in easy-care cotton. Set of four. #3019213 $25.00
- **BUY 2 GET 1 FREE Bicycle Napkin Ring** #5017965 $8.00
- **LOBSTER PLATTER** Durable melamine. 14" x 20". #2972618 $25.00
- **Sauce Dish** $6.00
- **Lobster Shaker Set** #2975621 $18.00
- **BUY 2 GET 1 FREE Anchor Towel** #2917383 $8.00
- **LOBSTER PLATES** Durable melamine. 9½" x 6½". Set of 4. #2972586 $30.00
- **Lobster Shaker Set** #2975704 $18.00
- **GALVANIZED STEEL COLLECTION**
  - **Ice Bucket with Scoop** #2969699 ½ gal. $35.00
  - **Beverage Tub** #2969681 7½ gal. $50.00
- **AT THE SHORE APRON** Easy-care cotton. 32" x 28". #3066974 $25.00
- **BUY 2 GET 1 FREE Blue Striped Towel** #2917524 $8.00
- **STARS & STRIPES 3-WICK CANDLE** 170-hour burn. 5". #2975761 $30.00
- **PINWHEEL APPETIZER PLATES** Durable melamine. 7¼". Set of four designs. #5079530 $20.00

**COOKING CLASSES**

- **PARTY ON THE PATIO** From Memorial Day cookouts to backyard parties, we'll show you how pull off a great outdoor event from start to finish.

**MENU**
- Watermelon and feta salad
- Orzo with cherry tomatoes and basil
- Grilled lamb chops with fresh herb pesto
- Strawberry-rhubarb sorbet
- Lobster
- Crab
- Sauce Dish
- Bicycle Napkin Ring
- Stars & Stripes Napkins

**Patriotic glow** Keep the fun going after dark—our colorful, long-burning 3-wick candle illuminates outdoor meals with the red, white and blue.

**Life’s a beach** At the grill or in the kitchen, add seaside fun to summer cooking—our illustrated apron ties at the neck and the waist for a perfect fit.
A JOSEPH® STAINLESS-STEEL GARLIC ROCKER™ Press garlic in seconds. VIDEO #787945 $14.95
B NEW CHEF™ HERBSICLE PLUS Freeze fresh herbs for fresh flavor every time you cook. Now has a blade to shave the frozen herbs. #290278 $9.95
C BUY 1 GET 1 50% OFF ZYLISS TILT 'N' GRATE BOX CHEESE GRATER Naturally angled surface for easy grating. Coarse, fine, extra fine, slicing blades. #295475 $25.00
D PIZZA ESSENTIALS Sauces Perfect Pizza #202473 $12.00 Manchego & Garlic #507734 $14.00 Spicy Abrasahu #507732 $12.00 Seasonings Pizza #247278 9.95 Dough flavoring #247279 $13.00 Sauce Ladle #2422236 $9.95
E MOZZARELLA CHEESE MAKING KIT With our kit it’s ready to eat in under an hour. #2475093 $25.00
F EPICUREAN PIZZA PEELS 17½” x 10” #1499474 $27.00 21” x 14” #817890 $37.00
OXO STEEL® PIZZA WHEEL VIDEO #1006485 $12.00

COOKING CLASSES CLASSES IN STORES & ONLINE
IN STORE: PIZZA ON THE GRILL From crisp crusts to bubbling toppings, discover the secrets to perfect pies.
ONLINE: PIZZA 101 We’ll show you how to make pizzas for any occasion.

PERFECT RESTAURANT-STYLE PIZZA WITH OUR BAKING STEEL Exclusive
Perfect pizza at home, on the grill or in the oven—our five-star-rated steel provides 18 times the heat conductivity of stone for perfectly crisp crusts, and it will never break. Made in the USA of 100% recycled steel. 14” square. VIDEO #1356567 $99.95 + Ships Free
• Ultimate conductivity for crisper crusts and faster cook times
• Virtually indestructible—won’t shatter or crack
• Quick cleanup

IN STORE: PIZZA ON THE GRILL
From crisp crusts to bubbling toppings, discover the secrets to perfect pies.
ONLINE: PIZZA 101 We’ll show you how to make pizzas for any occasion.

COOKING CLASSES CLASSES IN STORES & ONLINE
IN STORE: PIZZA ON THE GRILL From crisp crusts to bubbling toppings, discover the secrets to perfect pies.
ONLINE: PIZZA 101 We’ll show you how to make pizzas for any occasion.
Sales Tax
Sur La Table, Inc. is required by law to collect sales tax on orders shipped to AL, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, MI, MN, MO, NC, NE, NJ, NV, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA and WI. Where required, tax is also applicable to shipping, handling, gift wrap and/or food items. Appropriate charges will be added to your merchandise total and displayed on your final order confirmation. See May apply for CA, ID and UT. Visit surlatable.com for more information.

Sale Prices
All sale prices in this catalog are valid through 5/29/17 unless otherwise noted. Limited to stock on hand.

Attention California Residents: Proposition 65 WARNING: Consuming balsamic vinegars, or foods or beverages that have been kept or served in leaded crystal or brass products, or handling products made of leaded crystal or brass, will expose you to lead, a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm.

Cooking Classes
Two Great Ways to Take a Class

Hands-on Classes in Our Stores
• Explore cooking together with other students in a fun, hands-on environment
• Discover new tips, techniques and emerging cooking trends
• All classes are taught by our professional chef instructors
• Get 10% off all of your purchases the day of the class

Online Classes
• Explore your love of cooking wherever and whenever you like
• When you buy a class, it’s yours to keep and revisit as often as you like
• Learn at your own speed and pause any time to catch up or take a break

Our Summer Recipe Guide is Here!
Visit us at your local store to get your copy starting May 1. Hurry—only while supplies last.

Let’s Get Grilling

Pro Ceramic Grillware
Kalamazoo Grills
Tools for the Grill
Outdoor Dining
Wüsthof Gourmet Sale

Free Shipping
On Orders Over $59

Four Star: Made in Solingen, Germany

New Zwilling Sets $99.96

Discover two new sets perfect for everyday cooking and great for gift-giving. Whether you like traditional Western or Asian-style blades, these sets give you the essential knives to handle almost any task in the kitchen.

Kitchen Essentials Set 8" chef’s, 4" paring #3434859 Sugg. $194.00 Reg. $129.95 $99.96 + Ships Free

Rock & Chop Set 7" rocking santoku, 5½" prep #3434842 Sugg. $213.00 Reg. $139.95 $99.96 + Ships Free